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This past week, after an earlier premiere online, “Tommy,” the ESPN “30 For 30”

installment about boxer Tommy Morrison, made its television debut. It’s a competently

made documentary, but it often stops short of trying to get inside the dark place that

was the late fighter’s head, abruptly shifting topics when he starts to look bad.
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When it comes to the event that ended up defining Morrison’s career, the HIV diagnosis

that retired him, “Tommy” mostly sticks to the long-held narrative: That Morrison first

tested positive in 1996 before a scheduled fight with Arthur “Stormy” Weathers, his

first with Don King as his promoter. It does add that he had confided in his mother

beforehand that he suspected that he was sick, as well as the probable way he

contracted the virus (repeatedly having sex right after injecting an some kind of drug

into his penis), but that’s it.

There’s actually significantly more to it, and by all rights, ESPN should know that. As

past “30 For 30” documentaries have shown, their raw footage from classic sporting

events, interviews, and notable newscasts can be a ripe source for footage. Naturally,

any “30 For 30” director worth their salt should be combing the network’s archives for

any interesting footage of their subject…right?

According to court records that surfaced last year, ESPN’s archives may include

outtakes from a Morrison interview, conducted at home, where he bragged about

having first been diagnosed in 1989 and hiding it for seven years. This was consistent

with similar comments he made to ex-girlfriend Dawn Brady and a drugrehab

counselor. But no such footage is in the documentary, much less any reference to a

1989 diagnosis.

The lawsuit that led to all of this coming out was filed in 2014 by Trisha Morrison,

Tommy’s widow, who represented herself. Taking similar if not identical positions to

that of the HIV denial movement, she sued the Nevada Athletic Commission, Quest

Diagnostics, and agents of both for wrongfully “diagnosing” her late husband. It

dragged on for a few years, and in discovery, the various instances of Tommy claiming

that he was actually first diagnosed in 1989 came out. But it was Brady’s deposition

that takes us to the part that really jumps out in light of the documentary, that Tommy

had admitted it while being interviewed by ESPN.

[O]ne time, he was doing an ESPN interview at our house, and he was talking to the

reporter there and kind of like bragging that he knew about it since ’89, and he was kind of

laughing about it. And I kept telling him to shut his mouth and he just kept on, and so I

went into the other room and called [Tommy’s lawyer,] Stuart Campbell. And I’m like, he’s

giving — he’s telling this guy off the record that he’s known since 1989,1 said, you need to

shut him up from saying stuff like that.
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And so Stuart got on the phone and said, you know, you’re opening yourself up to a lot of

lawsuits by telling people that you knew in ’89, you know, all the women you slept with,

you could open yourself up to a lot o f lawsuits. When Tom heard that, he — he quit saying

it, at least, to that reporter, but he kept telling other people.

ESPN did not immediately respond to a request for comment.

While Brady’s testimony does indicate why either there might not be footage or why

ESPN would elect not to use it (that her recollection of the discussion was that is was

off the record), it doesn’t explain why the larger issue of of Morrison knowing since

1989 wasn’t broached. With Brady being interviewed for “Tommy,” one woul think it

came up in some form.

As a result of the missing information, the documentary and what Morrison was telling

people in the late ‘90s-early aughts tell two very different stories: The former has him

fearing he might be HIV positive a few years before 1996, but not sure. The latter has

him knowing as he became a boxing star while deliberately hiding his status from

regulators and women he had sex with, and that doesn’t fit the narrative that “Tommy”

tried to establish.
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